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CONGRATULATIONS! You are one of the lucky ones to be alive, to participate, and to witness an
important event in human history - The global RESET which will revolve around social, financial, and
political systems. Regardless of the RESET method chosen, welcome aboard! The power is now in our
hands to set the course for human civilization of millenniums to come.
I’m offering a strategy (if not solution) I believe can greatly improve living for all of humanity - regardless
of who you are and where you live – and the resources to achieve this are plentiful here and now! I
hope you find it is something worth serious discussion on a global level and a vision of the world you
would embrace. HANOMY is a worldwide paradigm shift in the social, financial, and political systems to
harmonize living for all. I’d like to offer it as an alternative blueprint of the upcoming global reset. With
unprecedented recent actions by the Federal Reserve attempting to counteract spiraling economic
shifts, this is the ideal time to introduce Hanomy.
I want to make it clear to all readers that I have no affiliation with any group, organization, financial
institute, political party, or government of any kind. I have made no financial gain from Hanomy. I
encourage all to download the document, Hanomy Manifesto, and all materials on Hanomy.com [The
SSL-certified site is currently nothing more than a place to provide information about Hanomy and for
you to download its latest version. You will NOT find “click-bait”, ads, etc!] …It’s all provided at no cost
to anyone. Much work is remaining to be done but I did the best I could with the limited resources
(including people) currently available to me. Hanomy is my contribution to the world AS A WORLD
CITIZEN who believes that we can all live better and according to our own reflection. The Hanomy
system would not be remotely possible without the collective knowledge humans now possess, and the
advanced technologies that support it.
The fundamentals currently in place for our social, financial, and political systems are not equipped to
handle a major disruption of life normalcy. In fact, we are heading for a financial and social collapse as
speak. We are living in a much more complex world where the old (existing) ways of doing things have
become the cause of civilization’s downfall. The current financial system, deployed centuries ago, is
now at the end of its lifecycle. Not only has it passed “the point of diminishing return”, it just went
beyond “the point of maximum yield” curve. The effects of the recent COVID-19 event have moved up
the timeline and amplified the magnitude of upcoming hardships that will negatively impact people
from ALL wealth classes. Tools and tricks (planned and unplanned) have been attempted to deflect this
inevitable collapse and buy us more time. But those efforts are seemingly not enough to address even
short-term problems. The most prescribed strategy, SO FAR, has been to throw in even MORE newlyprinted money and manipulate interest rates in hopes that these problems will somehow disappear and
the old ways of doing things can resume.
Worldwide commerce is shutting down while nations close boarders. Interaction between people is
worsening. As life supplies and services stop flowing, social problems will escalate quickly. The rate of
our civilization’s progress will come to stall, if not pull back. Even if this COVID-19 is brought under

control in the next few months, the middle-to-upper classes will have likely lost much of their pensions,
investments, businesses and assets … or face loan recalls. Those who have invested in the stock market
using margins will experience bankruptcy as margin calls are activated. The working class and those
beneath will face massive job losses and access to life essentials. Regaining some of life’s previous
normalcy (if even possible) will consume time and resources as well as your freedom and liberty.
We have very little time left to deal with the calamity we are now facing. Trying to address or fix an
element here and there will no longer be enough. In fact, those practices have put us into deeper
challenges - leading us to where we are today. THE WORLD NEEDS A PARADIGM SHIFT in the way we
are living.
I offer for your consideration: HANOMY as A GLOBAL RESET BLUEPRINT alternative
Because of time constraints and the complexity of the system, many details of Hanomy are left out
below. You can review the entire Hanomy Manifesto for more details at Hanomy.com. AFTER you’ve
reviewed AT LEAST the core Hanomy system, I am happy to collect constructive feedback and answer
questions. Collaboration is welcomed and encouraged.
The following are highlights of Hanomy and its vision:
• Fundamental human needs met throughout life’s existence
• Basic human rights observed everywhere
• Sovereign debts worldwide are settled and eliminated
• Upheld liberty and freedom
• Financial contributions drawn from a portion of idle/unutilized money
• No taxes on income, profit or spending – much paper work is eliminated
• Interest charges and usury practices abolished
• Power of money creation where it belongs - the people
• An end to the fractional reserve system
• Upheld free market principles (true capitalism but with social responsibility)
• Decreased or dissolved inflation and hyperinflation
• Reduced income inequality
• An end to corporate welfare
• Advanced technology benefiting humanity
• Freedom of time for quality of life and caregiving
• Prohibited conditions for authoritarianism
• Preserved sovereignty and respected borders
• An end to “modern day slavery” (this includes you)
• Improved care of the environment and world resources
• A world we’re proud to claim and pass along
A system yielding these attributes can be implemented sooner than you’d imagine. In fact, we can move
toward Hanomy from the current systems beginning in as little as two years. However, the current
world events create conditions for urgent worldwide cooperation. The implementation timeline could
be shortened as a result.

Hanomy is not a quick band aid solution…It’s a major worldwide paradigm shift from a life of past
millenniums. Nor is Hanomy a utopian system…It’s essentially the missing link in between. ALL can
benefit REGARDLESS of financial status. (Read that again!)
Under Hanomy, sovereign debts worldwide will be settled fairly - without lowering the living standard in
countries with higher debt per capita, while elevating living standards and providing fresh opportunity
for countries with lower debt per capita. Debts (national AND personal) will still need to be paid back but through unconventional methods, and according to a new concept of money and its deployment.
Currently, the countries with high national debt per capita are considered “first world” countries - they
are key players in the current financial system and financial-rule influencers. The ability to take on high
debts has brought on many advantages and higher standards of living to citizens of these countries.
Some of these benefits are forced-subsidized, unfairly, by lower debt-per-capita countries. Hanomy
suggests that all nations should be able to take on the same level of debts per capita leading us to a
settlement of sovereign debts worldwide (of which under the current system would NEVER be paid off).
Hanomy recognizes that we, as human beings, are citizens and valuable assets to the world. It also
believes that none of us should be at a disadvantage simply because of where we’re born. Each of us
should at least be valued for being born as a world-citizen - equally, at least in a financial aspect. Value
added by each individual (not necessarily in financial terms) comes from one’s contribution as they
become more capable and can do so with enthusiasm. Having said that, we all should be responsible for
the debts we have accumulated in our respective countries. After all, these debts are a part of a given
nation’s standard of living. It is time to settle this imbalance once and for all. From this point forward, it
is up to each country and its citizens to determine how best to collaborate. All countries can reap
benefits from Hanomy. For instance, countries in the “first world” can benefit greatly by offering
products, services, investments, and knowledge to lesser developed countries in exchange for wealth
made available after debt settlement.
Hanomy focuses on commonality and inclusiveness. Basic human needs and rights are the cornerstone.
With this basic understanding we can enjoy the benefits of humanity’s progress thus far AND make a
huge leap into the future. The concept of PEP (Progress Enrichment Pride) within Hanomy wheels us to
better social interaction, a faster pace in knowledge acquisition, technological advancement, improved
living, freedom, peace, prosperity, stability and sustainability throughout the world.
STEPS: (Just to give you a loose idea of how Hanomy works)
1) Frightening as it may be for some of you, the success in ANY system of this magnitude requires a
central body to facilitate global collaboration and functionality.
For this, a “Global Citizen Council” must be established.
2) Create a new FINITE digital currency (tier one) … I will call it “PM” currency at this time
3) Each country receives a PM amount according to its population. This amount is to be held at the
GKB (Global Kinetic Bank) for the country’s reserve and debt-settlement purposes at a later
time.
4) M2 is incorporated to calculate a country’s wealth and as part of the debt settlement as well as
setting exchange rates.
5) Each citizen in a country will have a master account to keep track of digital PM and other digital
currencies held. Every financial account that deals with a currency must link to this master
account. It is to note that not all country’s currency will be digital. Hanomy is NOT an advocate
of a cashless society nor commodity-backed currency!

6) A MSA (money service allocation) rate is applied to money (currency only) in the master
account. The rate is applied to money beyond what is deemed as a maximum allowance of a
balance held in the account. This rate is used to calculate mandated money contribution to the
country’s central bank account, on a monthly basis. Regardless of where you live or what
currency you hold, the contribution goes to the country of the citizenship. The MSA rate
depends on many factors including the exchange rate, money supply, country’s PM reserve …
etc. The country’s central bank (tier two) is tasked to manage its finance. MSA is between 0.6%
and 2% per month for most countries. There are a few methods suggested in Hanomy to
calculate the MSA.
7) Each month, GBI (global basic income) will be distributed to each citizen’s master account,
regardless of where they live. Immigration issues related to finance are automatically
addressed. A country’s central bank can distribute GBI in either PM or the country’s currency.
The Hanomy Manifesto has laid out more details and steps to implement the system. The three
chapters: Hanomy, Monetary & Financial System, and Governance are the core chapters to read if your
time is limited. It has many spreadsheets and budget outlays for 10 sample countries, for the next 20
years. Hanomy truly turns the concept of time-value-of-money upside down, thanks to the MSA
concept. Those with vast wealth have many options for wealth preservation. As a reminder, money (in
itself) doesn't have any inherent value. It should be utilized by those who can AND are willing to seek its
productive use, or to benefit others in need.
Under the Hanomy system, social interaction and human behavior will improve. Our existence will no
longer be about exhausting your younger years and EVENTUALLY enjoying life, but to enjoy life
THROUGHOUT and contribute your best. Resources currently used to perform unnecessary tasks will be
freed up to help humanity reach new heights in progress, life enrichment, and better care for the
environment. Our collective knowledge and advanced technology are the reasons Hanomy is possible.
We just need to reorganize it in a fashion that “progress” serves and benefits all of us.
I’m aware that many questions are unanswered in this article. I’d like to have deep Q&A sessions or
spaces where I can discuss more with those who are interested or have the ability to take it to a grander
audience. Hanomy can be the solution that sets a new course for humanity in generations to come.
The time is NOW! Uniting an informed, self-aware and motivated majority is a great challenge. Much
gratitude is given to those who’ve taken the time to understand, embrace and further the message of
Hanomy. Thank you again to those investing themselves previously, now and in the future. After
studying Hanomy, if you’d like to submit constructive feedback, provide assistance in networking or
participate in any number of ways – take NO hesitation in reaching out.

“The test of our progress is not whether we add more to the abundance of those who have much; it is whether we
provide enough for those who have too little.” (Franklin D. Roosevelt, the 32nd President of the United States)

